
Improve operational and 
clinical efficiencies with the 
power of cloud-native imaging

Radiologists are under enormous pressure to accelerate reporting speeds while ensuring 
diagnostic accuracy. The number of medical exams and accompanying medical images 
are increasing, while the number of radiologists is decreasing. 

To address these urgent needs, Change Healthcare and Google Cloud have joined forces to enable healthcare 

providers with a powerful yet intuitive and cost-efficient medical imaging solution. Change Healthcare Stratus Imaging 

PACS (picture archiving and communication system) takes care of every step in the radiology workflow, from access 

and management to reporting and analysis, so you can focus on better patient care.

Drive faster, more accurate diagnoses
Accelerate results with a purpose-built imaging 
solution created by the leaders in medical imaging  
and cloud innovation.

Access images anytime, anywhere, anyhow
Securely access, review, and deliver medical images 
from anywhere to anyone on any device.

Modernize with a fully managed cloud-native platform
Improve performance and reduce costs with a fully 
managed enterprise imaging platform, built from the 
ground up with cutting-edge Google Cloud technologies.

Reimagine experiences to deliver better patient care
Deliver exceptional user experiences with an enterprise 
imaging platform that addresses the needs of all 
stakeholders from clinicians, physicians, and patients to 
IT and operations.



Digital healthcare with a PACS for the digital world
With Change Healthcare Stratus Imaging, you can drive faster, more accurate diagnoses while reducing the strain 

on healthcare staff, IT resources, and budgets.

The cloud-native choice for a high return on investment
Change Healthcare Stratus Imaging enables you to address increasing pressures to reduce hard costs and uncover 

invisible costs. Future-proof your healthcare imaging needs and gain upfront visibility into pricing with a fully 

managed, cloud-native imaging solution. Experience the proven benefits firsthand of seamless data migration, 

99.99% or higher uptime, interoperability, and more.

Fast

Images are automatically uploaded to 

the cloud and immediately available in 

the Stratus platform

Experience the future of medical imaging, today

Solve today’s medical imaging challenges and build the foundation for new enterprise 
models and opportunities with the deep cloud, data, and medical imaging expertise 
you can only get from Change Healthcare and Google Cloud. Learn more.

Cloud-native

The first major cloud-native enterprise 

imaging platform offered as a fully 

managed SaaS solution

Full visibility

Ability to provide a consumer-grade 

streaming experience to any stakeholder

Flexible

View from anywhere, on any device

Intelligent

AI, machine learning, and pixel data 

algorithm for better, faster diagnoses

Hassle-free

Fully-managed solution from data 

migration to continuous maintenance, 

with zero downtime

Cost-effective

All-inclusive, price-per-exam subscription 

model with no upfront fees

Secure

Best-in-class Zero Trust security framework

https://cloud.google.com/



